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PRESS RELEASE
PAD London, the city’s leading art and design fair, returns to Berkeley Square on 1-7 October with
an impressive selection of 68 galleries from 12 countries showcasing masterpieces across design, art,
antiquities, tribal art and collectible jewellery. Attracted by the fair’s strong international clientele, unique
location and cross-collecting spirit, 10 new exhibitors join the prestigious roster of returning galleries.
Patrick Perrin, the founder of PAD fairs, said “I am delighted to present the 12th edition of PAD
London, which will host an unparalleled selection of international galleries. I look forward to
discovering the presentations of our new galleries: Roman designer Achille Salvagni, modern
art expert Hélène Bailly, ceramicist Karen Swami, and a fine selection of international jewellery
galleries. In this category, we can expect a dazzling array of contemporary pieces by Lorenz Bäumer
and Walid Akkad from Paris, as well as G. by Glenn Spiro and Valery Demure from London.”

CONTEMPORARY DESIGN PREMIERES
Brand new works by emerging and established designers, exhibited for the first time, take
centre stage at PAD. Carpenters Workshop Gallery devises an immersive exhibition designed
floor-to-ceiling by Ingrid Donat as her vision of a home, featuring her own sculptural
furniture specially conceived for the show as well as works by other artists she has chosen.
First-time exhibitor Achille Salvagni launches a new edition of the Spider chandelier in a striking
Blue de Savoie set in a booth inspired by the African Sahara, and Maasai, a new modular
shelving system in wood and bronze that brings together mid-century and tribal influences.
Sarah Myerscough reveals Fused, a new collection of handmade glass vessels by Marcin Rusak that
combines design and craft created in collaboration with glassblowers based in the Czech Republic.
These will be shown alongside new commissions by Marlène Huissoud, Gareth Neal, Niamh Barry,
Helen Carnac and David Gates, Eleanor Lakelin, Ernst Gamperl, Nic Webb, and Marc Ricourt.
Rossana Orlandi puts forward a new ensemble by rising Italian designer Guglielmo Poletti from his
Equilibrium series comprising a table, a chair and a lamp, which continues to explore his interest in
balance and order.
NATURE-INSPIRED DESIGN
A prominent trend that emerges at PAD London 2018 is the influence of nature on contemporary
designers who experiment with organic materials and natural forms. Parisian heavyweight
Avant-Scène curates a selection of new pieces inspired by nature, loyal to its program focusing
on emotional pieces that carry their designer’s imprint. The gallery brings together powerful works
by Franck Evennou, Elizabeth Garouste, Andrea Salvetti, Hubert Le Gall and Mark Brazier-Jones.
Peter Petrou introduces a fascinating new work by Irish artist and sculptural furniture maker
Sasha Sykes, known for exploring and challenging the material language of the natural
world. Her 40-panel Gyre (From the Sea) screen features transparent squares containing
seaweeds. Conceived as a Wunderkammer, the gallery’s booth also features Danish
glassblower Steffen Dam’s new Sea Life Installation featuring imaginary creatures in glass.
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New pieces from Marlène Huissoud’s recent collection Cocoon made from thousands of silkworms’
cocoons varnished with a thin layer of a dark natural honeybee bio-resin are unveiled at
Sarah Myerscough.
Gosserez presents new sculptural works by Valentin Loellmann experimenting with materials such as
brass and copper and alluding to organic forms. All the joints are hidden in his pieces, which makes
each object look like one solid piece of nature’s own creation.
Mayfair-based FUMI uncovers new works including an extraordinary mural piece by sculptor Rowan
Mersh. His process is labour-intensive, involving the hand-assembly of many thousands of individual
components, evocative of ruffled patterns in nature and selected for their specific sculptural qualities
when used en masse in organic ways.
COLLECTIBLE CRAFTS
A strong presence of collectible crafts is notable at the fair this year. Parisian ceramicist
Karen Swami features her poetic minimal vases inspired by traditional Japanese stoneware,
championed by influential interior designers such as Christian Liaigre and Linda Pinto.
Negropontes premieres a young French artist and scenographer, Benjamin Poulanges, with a series
of ceramics titled Orage (Storm) evoking the instability of this natural phenomenon through chaotic
shapes and vivid changing colours.
Sèvres brings to the fore conceptual and groundbreaking ceramic works including a new fountain
by award-winning emerging designer Arthur Hoffner, and Les Capes vases designed by innovative
French designer Matali Crasset.
British tastemaker Rose Uniacke creates an elegant interior featuring minimal and timeless vessels by
Turkish-Danish ceramic artist Alev Ebüzziya Siesbye, and ceramic lamp bases by French designer
Isabelle Sicart renowned for her subtle mix of classicism and surrealism.
UK’s leading contemporary ceramics and glass dealer Adrian Sassoon displays a delicate hand-built
porcelain Wisteria Box by Hitomi Hosono and a remarkable Junko Mori work from her ongoing
Propagation Project series, amongst other gems.
COLLECTIBLE JEWELLERY FOCUS
Collectible jewellery, from eye-catching wearable art to vintage and contemporary gems, is now
gaining huge momentum at international art fairs, a genre supported by PAD since its inception in
2006. For this edition, the fair broadens its offering with four new specialist galleries. French designer
Lorenz Bäumer, former Artistic Director for high jewellery at Louis Vuitton and creator of emblematic
collections for Chanel, exhibits whimsical architectural pieces that marry his education as an engineer
and his passion for poetry, nature and colour. Lebanese designer Walid Akkad shows his minimal yet
opulent jewels reflecting his quest for timeless beauty and impeccable craftsmanship. Glenn Spiro,
master British jeweller and former Christie’s expert, presents his spectacular designs inspired by
nature, demonstrating his innovative work with titanium. Recognised as a trend setting stalwart in the
fine jewellery industry, Valery Demure draws together an unrivalled selection of vintage gems and
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contemporary creations by emerging talents such as Melanie Georgacopoulos, Francesca Villa and
Polly Wales.
Returning exhibitors in the field include New York’s antique jewellery powerhouse Siegelson,
showcasing rare blue-chip jewels such as an exceptional suite by Suzanne Belperron from 1951
offered for sale for the first time ever, and an iconic Starfish designed by Juliette Moutard for
Boivin, especially made for Claudette Colbert in 1937 when she was at the height of her fame as
a Hollywood star. Returning exhibitors Hemmerle, Ma Tei and Suzanne Syz present their coveted
contemporary creations while Karry Berreby displays vintage and contemporary collectors’ pieces.
TRIBAL ART AND ANTIQUITIES
Tribal Art and Antiquities maintain a strong presence at PAD this year. Lucas Ratton showcases a Suku
mask from Congo, among other rare finds, while Monbrison offers an exceptional Kifwebe Songye Mask
from the Democratic Republic of Congo. Moving to the pre-Colombian art, Mermoz shows a magnificent
Mexican ceremonial Palma decorated with a kneeling dignitary from 600-900 AD among other treasures.
Phoenix brings museum-quality pieces including a Greek Amphora depicting an episode from the myth
of Medea from 520 - 500 B.C. and a marvellous Roman Head of Ariadne bust from 2nd century A.D.
20th CENTURY DESIGN
Amongst covetable 20th century pieces are Josef Hoffmann’s quintessential Sitzmaschine from
1907 at Alexandre Guillemain, a unique mirror by Ettore Sottsass at Nilufar, an exquisite deck
chair by Joaquim Tenreiro at Chastel-Maréchal, a stunning Crocodile Cabinet by Hans Wegner
at 18 Davies Street, an iconic Mathieu Matégot table at Matthieu Richard and a breath-taking
daybed with an oak structure and sheep wool upholstery by Maurice Pré at Meubles et Lumières.
Portuondo displays a strong selection of Gio Ponti masterpieces including a pair of armchairs
created for Hotel Parco dei Principe in Rome, a rare pair of Distex armchairs by Cassina along
with a pair of drawer console tables and a coffee table both manufactured by Giordano Chiesa.
A rare Angelo Lelii lamp sets the stage at DIMOREGALLERY’s stand, transformed into an elegant Italian
home where modern design masters coexist with contemporary pieces designed and manufactured
by DIMORESTUDIO.
Athens-based gallery Veta Stefanidou Tsoukala explores the influence of Ancient Greek civilization
on design masters such as Mario Fortuny, Philippe Hiquily, Karl Springer and Paul Evans in a booth
taking its blue and terracotta hues from the famous Bull-Leaping fresco of Knossos.
20th CENTURY ART
Venerable Parisian art dealer Hélène Bailly joins the fair for the first time and showcases bluechip works, including a Georges Braque painting from a significant period in the artist’s oeuvre
and a noteworthy Sam Francis work from 1979. Vertes curates a stellar selection of works by
Josef Albers, Alexander Calder, Yayoi Kusama, George Condo and Damien Hirst, among others.
Aktis introduces Chinese artist Zao Wou-Ki, famous for bridging Eastern and Western traditions
and currently celebrated at the Musée d’art moderne in Paris with a major solo exhibition.
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PAD PRIZE
The much-anticipated PAD London Prize returns with a prestigious panel of judges co-presided over
by Yana Peel and Francis Sultana. Three awards will be presented in the following categories: Best
Contemporary Design, Best 20th Century Design and Best Stand.
Peel comments: “PAD London is a wonderful destination for delight and discovery, so I’m thrilled to
be chairing this year’s PAD Prize jury alongside long-time collaborator Francis Sultana. We can’t wait
to seek out and honour the best in both 20th century and contemporary design, at such an exciting
time of year in the cultural calendar.” Sultana adds: “Each year, the PAD prize offers a fantastic public
platform for exhibitors. The jury enters an exciting dialogue to deliver its winners in three categories.
The prize gives visitors a useful starting point from which to explore the incredible and wide-ranging
selection of pieces at PAD London.”
PAD LONDON RESTAURANT & RUINART CHAMPAGNE BAR
This year, the PAD London Restaurant and Ruinart Champagne Bar will feature a special floral display
designed by acclaimed Parisian florist Stéphane Chapelle.
PAD EXPANDS TO MONACO
PAD will launch a new iteration next year, PAD Monaco, reinforcing its position as Europe’s leading
cross-collecting fair group with four prime locations.
–End.
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GALLERIES
C17

18 DAVIES STREET UK

B14

MARCILHAC France

A18

88-GALLERY UK

C2

MAYORAL Spain

C4

WALID AKKAD France

A1

MERMOZ France

B7

AKTIS UK

B23

MEUBLES ET LUMIÈRES France

B26

AMMANN Germany

B4

MODERNITY Sweden

C9

AVANT-SCÈNE France / Switzerland

C14

MONBRISON France

A8

HÉLÈNE BAILLY France

C16

MOUVEMENTS MODERNES France

B27

LORENZ BÄUMER France

A6

SARAH MYERSCOUGH UK

C3

KARRY BERREBY France

B12

NEGROPONTES France

A12

ALEXANDRE BIAGGI France

B16

NILUFAR Italy

A16

BLAIRMAN UK

C15

OBJET D’ÉMOTION – VALERY DEMURE UK

C11

J-D BOTELLA France

A25

ROSSANA ORLANDI Italy

B22

ANTOINE BROCCARDO France

A14

PIERRE PASSEBON France

B19

CARPENTERS WORKSHOP GALLERY UK / France / USA

A5

PETER PETROU UK

A23

CHAHAN France

B17

PHOENIX USA / Switzerland

A19

CHASTEL-MARÉCHAL France

C1

PINTO PARIS France

B1

DIMOREGALLERY Italy

B21

PORTUONDO UK / Spain

A4

DUMONTEIL France / USA / China

A11

PRIVEEKOLLEKTIE The Netherlands

B20

DUTKO France

B28

MAISON RAPIN France

A24

FUMI UK

B10

LUCAS RATTON France

C10

G. BY GLENN SPIRO UK

A22

REPETTO UK

A17

GARRIDO Spain

A7

MATTHIEU RICHARD France

C12

MICHAEL GOEDHUIS UK / USA

B8

ACHILLE SALVAGNI UK / Italy

A15

GOSSEREZ France

B15

ADRIAN SASSOON UK

A9

ALEXANDRE GUILLEMAIN France

B25

SÈVRES France

A10

HEMMERLE Germany

B24

SIEGELSON USA

A21

DE JONCKHEERE Switzerland / Monaco

C7

KAREN SWAMI France

B3

JOUSSE France

C9

SUZANNE SYZ Switzerland

B11

ROBIN KATZ UK

B9

ROSE UNIACKE UK

B18

KREO UK / France

A3

HERVÉ VAN DER STRAETEN France

B6

JACQUES LACOSTE France

B2

VERTES Switzerland

A2

DIDIER LUTTENBACHER France

C5

VETA STEFANIDOU TSOUKALA Greece

C6

MA TEI France

B5

MARIA WETTERGREN France

A22

ALAIN MARCELPOIL France

A20

ROBERT ZEHIL Monaco
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PRACTICAL INFORMATION
PAD LONDON
1-7 October 2018
Berkeley Square, W1
www.pad-fairs.com
PRESS PREVIEW
Monday 1 October, 12-5pm
PRESS CONTACT AND ACCREDITATION
Anlam de Coster
Reiber PR
E: anlam@reiberpr.com
T; +44 (0)20 7436 6082
M: +44 (0)7482 620 299
VIP PREVIEWS
Collectors Preview - Monday 1 October, 11am-8pm
VIP Opening - Tuesday 2 October, 11am-8pm
PUBLIC OPENING
Wednesday 3 - Saturday 6 October, 11am-8pm
Sunday 7 October, 11am-6pm
TICKETS
Online purchase available
Adults: £25
Students (with valid ID card): £15
Free entrance for children under 15
T: +33 (0)1 53 30 85 20
E: padlondon@pad-fairs.com
www.pad-fairs.com
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PATRICK PERRIN & THE HISTORY OF PAD
PAD Paris was founded in 1996 and PAD London in 2006 by Patrick Perrin to support quality in the
arts.
Patrick Perrin has been immersed in the art market since his youth. After studying art history in
London and working for Christie’s in New York, he opened a gallery with his father located on the
place Beauvau in Paris, specialising in 18th Century French Furniture. He nurtured a passion for Old
Master drawings and created the Salon du Dessin in Paris in 1991. Perrin opened his own gallery
on the rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré in Paris in 1991 and published a collection of six monographs
entitled ‘Les Cahiers du Mobilier’ (furniture notebooks) dedicated to prominent cabinet makers in the
18th century.
In 1996 Patrick Perrin created what has since become one of the most anticipated
cultural events in France, PAD Paris. Originally known as the Pavillon des Antiquaires
et des galeries d’art (the Pavilion of Antique dealers and art galleries), the fair is inspired by
the cabinets de curiosités and brings together international gallery owners as well as young
promising dealers, whose area of expertise covers the 18th, 19th and 20th Centuries.
PAD London was founded in 2006, originally located on Hanover Square and dedicated to postwar and contemporary design and decorative arts. The following year the fair moved to its current
location on Berkeley Square and in 2009, in the same spirit as the PAD Paris fair, incorporated
modern art as a primary genre. PAD London celebrated its 10th anniversary, and PAD Paris its 20th,
in 2016. In February 2018, PAD expanded to Geneva in collaboration with artgenève, forging new
alliances between art and design and bringing the fair’s unique signature to a new audience.
PAD will launch a new iteration next Spring, PAD Monaco, reinforcing its position as Europe’s leading
cross-collecting fair group with four prime locations.
Today PAD London continues to be an unmissable fixture in the international art and design calendar.
The fair cultivates eclecticism, authenticity and connoisseurship with unparalleled passion and flair. Its
refined setting is designed to inspire collectors, art consultants, museum experts, interiors specialists,
design practitioners and the public, making PAD the only fair of its kind.
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For the 12th edition of PAD London, the Jury will select this yearʼs winners in 3 categories:
ʻBest 20th Century Designʼ, ʻBest Contemporary Designʼ, and ʻBest Standʼ.
The PAD London Jury, under President: Yana Peel; Co President: Francis Sultana; and honorary Presidents:
Jasper Coran and Joy Henderiks, is composed of luminaries from the worlds of design, art, fashion,
business and communication.

PRESIDENT
Yana Peel
CEO, Serpentine Gallery

CO PRESIDENT
Francis Sultana
Interior Designer

HONORARY PRESIDENTS
Jasper Conran
CEO & Chairman,
Jasper Conran Group
Joy Henderiks †
Head of Public Relations and
Sponsoring, HSBC

JUDGES
Sophie Ashby
Interior Designer

Peter Marino
Interior Designer

Hatta Byng
Editor, House & Garden

Peter Mikic
Interior Designer

Tony Chambers
Editor in Chief, Wallpaper

Karla Otto
International Fashion PR

Tom Dixon
Director, Tom Dixon

Justine Picardie
Editor in Chief, Harpers Bazaar

Tania Fares
Collector

Simon Rawlings
Creative President, David Collins Studio

Gregory Gatserelia
Interior Designer

Christina Seilern
Architect

Veere Grenney
Interior Designer

Deyan Sudjic
Director, Design Museum

Fran Hickman
Interior Designer

Emily Todhunter
Interior Designer

Allegra Hicks
Fashion and Textile Designer

Julian Treger
Collector, Entrepreneur

Rita Konig
Interior Designer

Fabien Vallérian
International Communication Director, Ruinart

Gianluca Longo
Contributing Editor, W Magazine

Anna Zaoui
Collector, Director, The Invisible Collection

Fatima Maleki
Collector

Tino Zervudachi
Interior Designer
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HIGHLIGHTS
20TH CENTURY DESIGN + DECORATIVE ARTS
18 DAVIES STREET UK
Hans Wegner, Crocodile cabinet, circa 1949
This rare Crocodile cabinet was designed by Hans Wegner, who
helped define modern Danish design. Carved by the master cabinetmaker A. Mikael Laursen, it was made for the Carvers’ Guild
(Billedskærerlauget) Competition in 1950. The crocodile carvings also
retain traces of their creator’s tools, and the cabinet is considered one
of his best pieces outside of chair-making due to its balance of threedimensional aesthetics and unassuming design.

CHASTEL-MARÉCHAL FRANCE
Joaquim Tenreiro, Deck chair in jacaranda and caning, circa 1947
This exquisite deck chair is by Joaquim Tenreiro, one of the leading
names of the Brazilian modern design movement. Originally from
Portugal, Tenreiro moved to Brazil in the 1920s and was instrumental
in introducing modernist design to the country. His furniture pieces
established a new tradition of Brazilian modern design and were
favoured by prominent Brazilians such as Oscar Niemeyer, who
commissioned work directly from him.

DIMOREGALLERY ITALY
Angelo Lelii, Produced by Arredoluce, Rare model 12697 ceiling lamp,
circa 1958
An exceptional example of the eminent Italian designer Angelo Lelii,
this rare ceiling lamp was produced by Arredoluce, the company
he founded in Manza, Italy in the 1940s. The lamp will feature as
part of DIMOREGALLERY’s stand, which has been conceived as an
elegant Italian home, with a white and black colour scheme, in which
furnishings and objects created by modern design masters coexist with
contemporary pieces designed and manufactured by DIMORESTUDIO.

ALEXANDRE GUILLEMAIN FRANCE
Josef Hoffmann, Produced by J&J Kohn, Mod. 670 “Sitzmaschine”
armchair, circa 1907
Josef Hoffmann’s Sitzmaschine, which translates as ‘machine for sitting’,
celebrates the industrial age felt so keenly by designers at the turn of the
century. Hoffmann’s Sitzmaschine’s bare structure reduces the armchair
to its structural, machine parts, whilst also adding decorative features
such as the knobs on the back of the looping armrests which lend them
the appearance of cogs. A similar example to this can be found in the
MoMA collection.
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ALAIN MARCELPOIL FRANCE
André Sornay, Pair of lacquered armchairs, circa 1930
Sornay experimented very early on with newly available lacquers that
presented attractive alternatives to oriental ones. He was particularly
keen on Duco lacquer, a sprayable nitrocellulose lacquer, initially
designed for the car industry, which dried faster than anything else
available at the time. It came in various colours, notably ‘Coq de
bruyère’ red which Sornay was particularly fond of. He started to
use this technique prior to 1930 on a significant number of pieces of
furniture.

NILUFAR ITALY
Ettore Sottsass, Mirror, 1958
This unique piece by renowned Italian architect and designer Ettore
Sottsass, was created upon commission for the private residence of a
noble Roman family. A seminal figure in 20th-century design, Sottsass
created a vast body of work, the result of an exceptionally productive
career that spanned more than six decades. He was at the forefront
of the Memphis Group, a creative collective who emerged in Milan
and went on to dominate the design scene in the 1980s with the postmodernist style pioneered by Sottsass and his contemporaries.

MATTHIEU RICHARD FRANCE
Mathieu Matégot, Rare Table, circa 1956
Hungarian-French designer Mathieu Matégot began his career
creating window displays for the Folies Bergère and the Galerie
Lafayette department store in Paris. During the war he was captured
by the German forces in France and requisitioned to work in a factory
where he learnt to work with sheet metal. Following the end of the war
he established his Parisian workshop and began creating his signature
furniture designs. This rare table illustrates his virtuosity with colour and
simple, clear forms.

ROSE UNIACKE UK
Frits Henningsen, A Rare Easy Chair, early 1950s
This is a rare design by Henningsen; a sleek, modern and highly
comfortable chair of the mid-1950s. It clearly owes its parentage to
Henningsen’s Wingback chair designed in 1935 but here the lines
sweep fittingly with the post-war mood. Henningsen is one of the most
admired furniture designers of the 20th century and was a significant
figure in Danish design. Whilst many of his peers turned to using
straighter lines in their work, Henningsen stressed the importance of
achieving comfort and elegance, and the flowing curves seen in much
of his furniture references that objective.
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ROBERT ZEHIL MONACO
Louis Majorelle, “Poincare”, A Rare Floor Lamp, circa 1900
Louis Majorelle originally trained as a painter at the École des
Beaux-Arts in Paris, before returning to take over his father’s cabinet
making business in Nancy, which he developed into an internationally
renowned business in the vanguard of the new Art Nouveau style.
Majorelle’s workshop combined craft by hand with new technologies,
and his popular furniture designs led to the opening of shops in Paris,
Lille and Lyon. This exceptional floor lamp displays all the hallmarks of
Majorelle’s deft metalwork and intricate detailing inspired by natural
forms.

CONTEMPORARY DESIGN
ACHILLE SALVAGNI UK / ITALY
Achille Salvagni, Spider Blue, 2018
This piece is a new edition of the celebrated Italian designer’s famous
Spider chandelier in a striking cobalt blue. Suspended on blue
patinated bronze arms, this elegant angular chandelier comprises six
24ct gold-plated, cast bronze, back-lit onyx lights. The piece will be
set within a carefully curated booth conceived as an homage to Marie
Laure de Noailles’s signature eclectic style across genres and cultures.

CARPENTERS WORKSHOP GALLERY UK / FRANCE / USA
Ingrid Donat, Banc Tribal, 2014
Banc Tribal, an exquisite bronze and leather bench will feature as part
of Ingrid Donat’s solo exhibition on Carpenters Workshop Gallery’s
stand at PAD London. The gallery will give Donat carte blanche of its
booth, which she will completely transform into her vision of a home,
creating a floor-to-ceiling ambience, including a dining room and a
lounge. Based in Paris, Ingrid Donat was first encouraged to produce
furniture in the 1980s by Diego Giacometti.

FUMI UK
Glithero, En Passant, 2018
Alluding to conflicting values of fragility, durability and permanence,
En Passant belongs to Les French, Glithero’s most iconic body of work.
Turning unlikely, ad-hoc bamboo structures into solid bronze legs, the
standing light pays homage to the aesthetics of the prototype. Standing
at the forefront of contemporary British design, the work of Glithero
is sought after by collectors worldwide and has been featured in
important museum exhibitions.
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GARRIDO SPAIN
Garrido, Aristas Oval low table, 2018
Presented exclusively at PAD London, this spectacular angular goldplated table will be one of the starring pieces on Garrido’s stand this
year. The Madrid-based sibling designers Juan and Paloma Garrido,
the children of the late renowned silversmith Damían Garrido, are
known for their mastery of the medium and their blend of traditional
silver working with bold geometric forms and daring contemporary
designs.

GOSSEREZ FRANCE
Valentin Loellmann, Copper, 2018
Netherlands-based wood-worker and designer Valentin Loellmann
continuously aims to express the balance and reciprocity between the
past and the present, the old and the new, the natural and the artificial.
His designs are organic forms, inspired by nature. At PAD London 2018
Loellmann will showcase a new set of decorative stairs entitled Copper,
the elegant curves and sloping gradations of which are emblematic of
his style and his interest in the subtleties of natural forms.

KREO UK / FRANCE
Jaime Hayon, Wink wall lamps, 2017
These playful wall lamps are by Spanish artist-designer Jaime Hayon.
He studied industrial design in Madrid and Paris before joining
Fabrica, the Benetton-funded design and communication academy in
Italy in 1997 where he directed the design department until 2003.
Hayon set up his own studio practice in 2000 and dedicated himself
fully to his personal projects from 2003 onward. Today, he is one of the
most acclaimed contemporary designers worldwide.

ROSSANA ORLANDI ITALY
Guglielmo Poletti, Equilibrium, 2018
Guglielmo Poletti brings to PAD London a new series of his Equilibrium
works, comprising a table, a chair and a lamp, which continue to explore
his interest in balance and order. Elegant in their understatement, the
pieces each incorporate elements of suspension which create a central
tension and a sense of poise within each furniture piece. Poletti’s
practice is driven by a fascination with basic structures and elementary
constructions.
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PETER PETROU UK
Sasha Sykes, Gyre, 2018
Sasha Sykes is an Irish artist and sculptural furniture maker who works
with acrylics and resins to explore, manipulate, and challenge the
material language of the natural world. At PAD London she will show
Gyre, a screen constructed of individual squares with organic materials
enclosed within them. Sasha’s work revolves around exposing and reframing foraged and collected material, from simple life forms such as
algae to complex structures such as bird’s nests, which she encapsulates
in hand-cast resin with an enviable level of technical perfection.

PINTO PARIS FRANCE
Pinto Paris, Centaures, 2018
This collection of horn-marquetry tables with solid gouged brass legs
and softly shaped table tops, is offered in various heights, making it
possible to transform a Japanese tea table into an elegant console, or
an end-table into a gaming table. This format combines the strength
and robustness of the materials with the meticulous refinement of their
design. The natural qualities of the horn give the tables their wonderfully
varied, glowing surfaces.

PRIVEEKOLLEKTIE THE NETHERLANDS
Kacper Hamilton, Temple, 2017
This chandelier by London based designer Kacper Hamilton is
composed of thirty-seven illuminated hand-blown glass elements,
which sit in a precise, harmonious geometry atop a large suspended
spun-brass dish. The design echoes the forms found within Ancient
Egyptian architecture and is reminiscent of a celestial temple or mystic
mausoleum, much like Kafka’s Castle; a place that can be seen but not
accessed.

MODERN ART
AKTIS UK
Zao Wou-Ki, Untitled, 1954
Beijing-born artist Zao Wou Ki moved to Paris in 1948 and began to
immerse himself in Western art and figurative traditions. Whilst later in
his career his paintings became entirely abstract, in the period when
this work was created in 1954 he was experimenting with archaic
Chinese characters and symbols in his work in varying degrees of
abstraction. The marks in this painting are simultaneously expressive,
yet elusive. A major solo exhibition dedicated to the artist is currently
on display at the Musée d’Art Moderne in Paris.
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HÉLÈNE BAILLY FRANCE
Georges Braque, Profil, Uranie, circa 1942
Alongside Picasso, Braque was one of the pioneers of Cubism, a
radical new artistic movement at the time. Typical of this style, we
here see different elements on the same pictorial plane, allowing us to
perceive each individually. In this composition Braque also incorporates
themes of ancient art and music: the female profile associated with the
star in the upper centre, refers to Urania, the muse of Astronomy and
Astrology in Greek mythology. On the left, a whirling line similar to an
F-clef introduces a musical theme into the painting.

MAYORAL SPAIN
Joan Miró, Femme et oiseau V/X, 1960
Femme et oiseau V/X belongs to a group of ten compositions on
burlap, on the subject of a woman and bird, that Miró painted between
late April and early June 1960. These works are characterised by
patches of bold primary colours, combined with a fine, calligraphically
executed black line, which stands in sharp contrast to the rich, rough
texture of the material onto which they are applied, and which forms
an integral part of the composition.

REPETTO UK
Giorgio Morandi, Grande natura morta con la lampada a destra,
1928
This etching on copper by Italian artist Giorgio Morandi is a fine
example of Morandi’s famous still lifes. As early as 1920 Morandi had
already begun to restrict his output almost exclusively to still lifes, with
the exception of a few landscapes. The medium of etching well suited
his taste for muted and earthy tones, which in turn enhance the sense
of stillness and contemplation evident in all his compositions of simple,
quotidian objects.

VERTES SWITZERLAND
Alexander Calder, Untitled, 1958
Untitled originates from 1958 and was gifted in around 1960-65 to the
avid collectors Clifford and Marie-Louise Hirsch, who owned several
works by Calder. The iconic aesthetic of the balancing element, the
spiral, can be traced throughout Calder’s oeuvre in infinite variations
in his paintings, works on paper and jewellery. Alexander Calder‘s
experimental reinterpretations of static classical sculpture and his
emphasis on the importance of colour ushered in a new way of creative
thinking.
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GLASS + CERAMICS
NEGROPONTES FRANCE
Benjamin Poulanges, Orage 04, 2018
For the first time in London, ceramics by young artist and scenographer
Benjamin Poulanges will be on display on the Negropontes stand. The
designer’s pieces form an ensemble called Orage (Storm). With their
chaotic shapes and changing colours, his ceramics evoke the instability
of this natural phenomenon. Dark swathes of colour are punctuated by
vivid electric blues, and give way to pale white, as with the passing of a
thunder storm. Thin horizontal lines etched onto the surface of the pots
echo the frantic energy of the weather and imitate the drops of rain.

ADRIAN SASSOON UK
Colin Reid, Colour Saturation; Purple Column, 2018
Colin Reid is regarded as a pioneer in the field of kilncast glass and
exhibits internationally, with his work in many major museum collections
worldwide. Colour Saturation; Purple Column features the designer’s
signature use of kilncast and polished glass, here mounted on a slate
base. In this new work bright fuchsia plates are delicately layered to
create an intricate column form.

SÈVRES FRANCE
Arthur Hoffner, Fontaine de table, 2018
Arthur Hoffner is an award winning French designer based in Paris.
This witty design reinvents the indoor water fountain, an object which
has become so associated with kitsch cliché it has passed out of most
interiors. The designer’s Fontaine de table series turns this cliché on
its head, removing any veneer and instead exposing the functional
plumbing elements. Employed either in a raw state or delicately
painted, they are combined with ceramic bowls made from Sèvres
porcelain to create his playful assemblages.

KAREN SWAMI FRANCE
Karen Swami, Herodias, 2016
Karen Swami has been showing her works for four years at PAD Paris
and this year for the very first time will exhibit her ceramics on her
own booth at PAD London. Collaborator of the ‘Maison’ Liaigre since
2012, her work has already been shown in London at Christian Dior
and Dorian Caffot de Fawes. At her PAD debut, she will present unique
pieces made in her Parisian studio including smoke fired works using
the Kintsugi technique such as in this example.
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JEWELLERY
WALID AKKAD FRANCE
Walid Akkad, Spiral, 2018
This Spiral ring made from red gold and white, brown and chocolate
diamonds is irresistibly warm in its palette. The intricate winding design
of the piece and the setting of the stones within it further display Akkad’s
mastery of his materials. This ring will be one of several exquisite
pieces presented on the Lebanese jeweller’s stand as he makes his PAD
London debut.

LORENZ BÄUMER FRANCE
Lorenz Bäumer, Scarabée d’Eté Brooch, 2017
This fascinating brooch showcases the designer’s minute attention
to detail and to the natural forms that inspire much of his work, in
addition to his sense of the fantastical. The Scarabée d’Eté Brooch is
composed of 543 stones and has mechanical wings, as well as an
olfactory material that diffuses the perfume sprayed on it. This beetle
comes alive thanks to an exceptional fire opal, a yellow beryl, a blue
tourmaline, lacquer and a multitude of sapphires, white diamonds and
Paraiba tourmalines.

OBJET D’ÉMOTION – VALERY DEMURE UK
Polly Wales, La Divine triple stack, 2018
La Divine triple stack is a one-of-a-kind trio of rings by Los Angeles
based designer Polly Wales and created using the unorthodox
technique of casting stones directly into the gold. The centre band is
a stunning grey miner’s cut diamond solitaire framed by a collection
of vibrant, multi-coloured sapphires. It is flanked by two shield rings
encrusted with a rainbow of marquise cut sapphires. The rings can be
worn all together, or separately as a modern alternative to traditional
engagement and wedding rings.

SIEGELSON USA
Juliette Moutard for René Boivin, The Claudette Colbert Starfish: A
Ruby and Amethyst Starfish Brooch, 1937
Juliette Moutard designed this starfish brooch which became one of
Boivin’s iconic pieces. Fully articulated, the movement of this brooch
mimics the movement of a starfish with incredible detail. This particular
example of the brooch was made for Claudette Colbert in 1937 when
she was at the height of her fame as a Hollywood star following her
Academy Award win. The top actress of the 1930s and 1940s, Colbert
had exceptional taste and purchased this jewel, the first starfish brooch.
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G. BY GLENN SPIRO UK
A Necklace with four Old Mine Diamonds, originally gifted to Helen
Hay Whitney in New York 1902, redesigned by G, 2017
This stunning necklace features four rare Old Mine diamonds, each
displaying the typical ‘water’ characteristic, and weighing 27.24ct
(type II A), 15.45ct, 12.85ct and 8.70ct respectively. The necklace was
originally gifted to Helen Hay Whitney in New York in 1902, and has
since been meticulously redesigned by G. The redesigned necklace
recognises and celebrates the illustrious history of the piece, whilst
bringing the stones to life in a strikingly bold new contemporary setting.

SUZANNE SYZ SWITZERLAND
Suzanne Syz, Shop Till You Drop Earrings, 2 Tourmalines 9.02 Carats,
Diamonds (0.34 carat), 2018
Epitomising Suzanne Syz’s whimsical style in their vivid colour
combinations and their playful subject matter, these earrings will be
a highlight of her stand at PAD London. Comprising tourmalines and
diamonds, these dazzling stones are elegantly set amongst the fruit,
such as the delicate line of diamonds along the edge of the basket. The
exceptional stones chosen for these earrings glitter and dance with the
play of light.

ANTIQUITIES + TRIBAL ART
MERMOZ FRANCE
Large Carved Palma, With Kneeling Effigy Figure and Carved Design
Patterns, Veracruz – Mexico, 600-900 AD
This magnificent Palma takes its name from its general shape, which
resembles that of a palm with a rounded edge, resting on a triangular
base. It is one of the elements of the Mesoamerican ballgame with
the yoke and the hacha. The artist used the contrast between the high
relief and bas-relief to detach the human figure from the surrounding
scenery. The figure presented holds in each hand a ceremonial rod. A
zoomorphic jaguar headdress clasps his face and he wears a finely
woven loincloth, called maxtlatl. A similar example can be found in the
National Museum of Anthropology in Mexico City.

MONBRISON FRANCE
Songye Mask, Kifwebe, Democratic Republic of Congo, end of the 19th
century - beginning of the 20th century
The Songye people, of the modern day Democratic Republic of Congo,
are celebrated for their highly dynamic wood carving style. Kifwebe,
which means mask in the Songye language, is a name associated
with masks representing spirits. This example exhibits the distinctive
striations found in kifwebe, which varies in style between different
regions. These masks would be worn for ceremonial purposes.
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PHOENIX SWITZERLAND / US
Amphora With An Episode From The Myth Of Medea, Greek (Attic),
520 - 500 B.C.
A neck amphora, the decoration of this beautiful Attic black-figure
vessel is typical of its period of production: the flat lip shows the
orangish red colour of the clay, while the flared part above the neck
is black-glazed. A traditional frieze of inverted palmettes occupies the
entire height of the neck and below, on the vessel’s shoulder, appears
a frieze of languettes in alternating black glaze and red highlights. The
three-ribbed handles are black-glazed on the outside and surmount a
superb stylised pattern composed of lotus flowers and palmettes.

LUCAS RATTON FRANCE
Suku mask. Congo, Beginning of the 20th century
This Suku mask depicts a hemispheric face surmounted by an animal.
The face of the mask has two partially closed eyes and delineated
eyebrows, and on either side of the face, two finely detailed ears
appear. Decorative nails are used down the bridge of the nose, and to
crown the mask at the peak of the forehead. The grooves encircling the
forehead of the mask are suggestive of hair. This mask, called Kholuka
in the vernacular language, was worn during initiation ceremonies for
young Yaka men.
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GALLERY DESCRIPTIONS
18 DAVIES STREET UK – 20th Century Design
Based in Mayfair, 18 Davies Street Gallery specialises in art and design from the 20th century to the present
day. Featuring exceptional pieces by the leading names in their disciplines, the gallery will present their stand
for the first time at PAD London.
At PAD: Tony Cragg, Hans Wegner
www.18daviestreet.com
88 GALLERY UK – 20th Century Design
Specialising in 20th Century Furniture, Erik Müllendorff focuses on work from American, Italian, French and
Belgian designers. Müllendorff has published extensively on the subject of 20th century Decorative Arts and
serves on the vetting committees of various international art fairs.
At PAD: Ado Chale, Angelo Lelii
www.88-gallery.com
WALID AKKAD France – Contemporary Jewellery
Lebanese jewellery designer Walid Akkad’s jewels are the combined result of his love of nature, his quest for
beauty, his knowledge and taste for original and rare stones, his infinite patience and the perfect mastery of
his art. A gradual and quiet evolution away from current trends and fashions gives each piece of jewellery a
timeless quality. His works epitomise his attention to detail and share a sense of serenity in their sinuous, clean
cuts and designs.
At PAD: Walid Akkad
www.walidakkad.com
AKTIS GALLERY UK – Modern Art 					
Aktis gallery is dedicated to Modern Art, in particular the Emigré art of the 20th Century in Paris with European
and Russian artists such as Leopold Survage and Marc Chagall, Marie Vassilieff and Pascin and the Japanese
artist Foujita. As a complement to this, the gallery promotes the work of a growing number of sculptors,
including Agustin Cárdenas from Cuba and the contemporary Chinese sculptor Wang Keping.
At PAD: Zao Wou-Ki
www.aktis-gallery.co.uk
AMMANN Germany – Contemporary Design
Gabrielle Ammann established her gallery in 2006, setting the intersection between
architecture, fine art and design as the cornerstone of its programme. As an interior designer and consultant,
she has worked in the field since 1989 and has initiated and supported a wide range of exhibitions and
projects, collaborating with internationally renowned architects and designers.
At PAD: Hélène Binet
www.ammann-gallery.com
AVANT-SCÈNE France – Contemporary Design
Avant-Scène is one of the first galleries in Paris to commission collectible design pieces to living artists and
designers. Founded by Elisabeth Delacarte in 1986 in the heart of St. Germain, the gallery has become a
reference in the field of design art and launched the careers of designers Hubert le Gall, Elizabeth Garouste,
Mark Brazier-Jones and Franck Evennou.
At PAD: Franck Evennou, Elizabeth Garouste, Hubert Le Gall, Andrea Salvetti
www.avantscene.fr
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HÉLÈNE BAILLY France/Switzerland – Modern Art
Born into one of the France’s most famous family of art dealers, gallery owners and auctioneers, Hélène Bailly
Marcilhac founded her own gallery in 2007 in Paris while also running the family gallery founded in 1977.
Within her two spaces, on the left bank opposite the Louvre and on the right bank opposite the Bristol Hotel,
Hélène Bailly Marcilhac offers a selection of pieces from the fundamental movements that occurred between the
late 19th to 20th century, showing works by artists such as Monet, Renoir, Matisse, and Picasso.
At PAD: Gustave Miklos, Sam Francis, Georges Braque
www.helenebailly.com
LORENZ BÄUMER France – Contemporary Jewellery
Lorenz Bäumer is an atypical and innovative creator. After having brought Louis Vuitton’s jewelry to the
heights of haute joaillerie during his seven-year tenure as Artistic Director and having designed Chanel’s
most emblematic jewelry collections for twenty years, Lorenz Bäumer is now completely dedicated to his own
company, created 25 years ago. Bäumer opened his boutique in 2013 at 19 place Vendôme, between the Ritz
Paris and Schiaparelli.
At PAD: Lorenz Baümer
www.lorenzbaumer.com
KARRY BERREBY France – Jewellery
Located at 18 rue de Lille in Paris, Karry Berreby deals in exceptional contemporary and vintage jewellery
from the 1950s to today, as well as vintage watches by renowned houses such as Piaget and Boucheron.
At PAD: Collectible Vintage and Contemporary Jewellery
www.karry-gallery.com
ALEXANDRE BIAGGI France – 20th Century Design
Corsican dealer Alexandre Biaggi opened his gallery on 14 rue de Seine in Paris in 1996. Biaggi now presents
fine examples of the works of noted 20th century decorators, provides consultation services as a decorator, and
creates his own designs inspired by the aesthetic of the age and his years of experience in the antiques world.
At PAD: Simone Crestani, Mauro Fabbro, Garouste & Bonetti, Jean Grisoni, Gilbert Poillerat, Gio Ponti
www.alexandrebiaggi.com
BLAIRMAN & SONS UK – 20th Century Decorative Arts
Established in 1884, H. Blairman & Sons Ltd is directed by Martin Levy, representing the 4th generation of this
family-run gallery. Building on its established reputation as a dealer in 18th and early 19th century furniture,
Blairman has developed a strong interest in beautifully designed furniture and decorative works of art from the
late 19th and early 20th centuries, as well as the English Regency period.
At PAD: W.A.S. Benson, Christopher Dresser, Gerald Summers, George Walton
www.blairman.co.uk
J-D BOTELLA France – 20th Century Decorative Arts
J-D Botella has been located in the heart of Saint-Germain-des-Prés for over twenty years specialised in
Decorative Arts, dealing in particular with the works of Jean Desprès and Line Vautrin.
At PAD: Francois-Xavier Lalanne
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ANTOINE BROCCARDO France – 20th Century Decorative Arts
ALB Antiquités is specialised in 20th century Decorative Arts, conducting research and offering rare objects
and furniture pieces by European artists and designers. Led by Antoine Broccardo, the gallery is located at 3
rue de Lille in Paris and presents an eclectic selection to collectors, interior designers and museums.
At PAD: 20th Century Design Pieces
www.albantiquites.com
CARPENTERS WORKSHOP GALLERY UK/France/USA – Contemporary Design
Carpenters Workshop Gallery transcends classical borders in terms of art and design. Its proposal stands just
at the intersection of these two universes: reaching precisely a symbiosis of art and design. The gallery was
founded by Julien Lombrail & Loic Le Gaillard in 2004 in London’s Chelsea neighbourhood, followed by a
second space in Mayfair in 2008. The gallery has expanded by opening new spaces in Paris and New York.
At PAD: Ingrid Donat solo exhibition
www.carpentersworkshopgallery.com
CHAHAN France – Contemporary Design
Chahan Minassian has marked his own signature style through his international interior design projects over
the last twenty years. Complementing his projects, he has also been presenting his selection of vintage pieces
of 20th century furniture, lighting, ceramics and accessories in his Parisian gallery.
At PAD: Chahan Minassian
www.chahan.com
DIMOREGALLERY Italy – Modern & Contemporary Design
Designers Emiliano Salci and Britt Moran of DIMORESTUDIO are known for their nostalgic modern aesthetic
and the emotional spaces that they create, blending cutting edge contemporary design with outstanding
historical pieces. They founded DIMOREGALLERY in 2014 to represent coveted contemporary designers
alongside their unique selection of 20th century furniture and lighting.
At PAD: Ilaria Bianchi, Angelo Lelii, DIMORESTUDIO
www.dimoregallery.com
DUMONTEIL France/USA/China – Sculpture
For over 30 years, Dumonteil has played a major role in the discovery and rediscovery of the greatest figurative
artists of the 20th and 21st century, from Bugatti to Giacometti and Guyot along with many others. In parallel,
the gallery is specialised in contemporary animal sculptors and holds a permanent presence in Paris, Shanghai
and New York.
At PAD: Daniel Daviau, Jean-Marie Fiori
www.dumonteil.com
DUTKO GALLERY France – 20th Century Decorative Arts
Jean-Jacques Dutko has been at the forefront of Paris’s art community since the 1980s and is considered
a pioneer in the field of Art Deco worldwide. In recent years, Dutko has also turned his discerning eye
to contemporary works, forging relationships with contemporary artists and designers, and frequently
commissioning limited edition works to complement his Art Deco findings.
At PAD: Robert Courtright, Eugene Printz & Jean Dunand, Max Wechsler
www.dutko.com
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FUMI UK – Contemporary Design					
FUMI is a contemporary design gallery based in Mayfair, London, established in 2008 by Sam Pratt and
Valerio Capo. The gallery focuses on high-level, conceptually and aesthetically audacious contemporary
designers and artists; each one encompassing the value of craftsmanship, traditional techniques and innovated
new technologies.
At PAD: Lara Bohinc, Atelier Lachaert Dhanis, Josepha Gasch-Muche, Glithero, JAMESPLUMB, Max Lamb,
Bob Lorimer, Tuomas Markunpoika, Rowan Mersh, Sam Orlando Miller, Johannes Nagel, Francesco Perini,
Voukenas Petrides
www.galleryfumi.com
G. BY GLENN SPIRO UK – Contemporary Jewellery
Glenn Spiro is a master British jeweller trained at Christie’s and Cartier and celebrated for his avant-garde
designs inspired by nature and innovative work with titanium. Spiro is famed for his vibrant and technically
superb designs and his passion for gemstones, which surfaced at the age of 15 when he was an apprentice
at Cartier. Spiro’s discreet G atelier is housed in the mirror-lined rooms that once belonged to royal couturier
Norman Hartnell in London’s Mayfair.
At PAD: G
www.glennspiro.com
GARRIDO Spain – Contemporary Design			
Garrido Gallery was established in 2010 in Madrid by siblings Juan and Paloma Garrido. Acclaimed
designers in their own right, Juan and Paloma are the children of the celebrated silversmith Damián Garrido
(1931-2002). Featuring traditional silver working techniques but with avant-garde designs, the bold and
strikingly modern work featured at Garrido Gallery is typified by geometrical, often asymmetric, shapes.
At PAD: Juan and Paloma Garrido
www.garridogallery.com
MICHAEL GOEDHUIS UK/ USA/China – Modern Art
Michael Goedhuis opened his eponymous gallery in London in 1989. Having spent two decades specialising
in early Asian art, he now works in London and internationally to expand his concentration on Asia and
Europe. The Gallery’s principal activities today are the promotion of the best Chinese contemporary art as well
as Chinese works of art from the Neolithic period to Modern.
At PAD: Wang Dongling, Qin Feng, Richard Hudson, Wei Ligang
www.michaelgoedhuis.com
GOSSEREZ France – Contemporary Design
Galerie Gosserez is a leading design gallery dedicated to contemporary furniture and decorative pieces,
located in the North Marais district in Paris. Galerie Gosserez commissions, edits and exhibits its exclusive
collection of unique decorative pieces and furniture, all of which are signed and numbered.
At PAD: Damien Gernay, Valentin Loellmann, Marei Rei
www.galeriegosserez.com
ALEXANDRE GUILLEMAIN France – 20th Century Decorative Arts
Since 1999 Alexander Guillemain Gallery specialises in furniture and art from the 1940’s
to today, representing artists such as Pierre Paulin, Charlotte Perriand, Paul Evans, Gio
Ponti, Georges Jouve, George Nakashima, Jean Prouvé and Jacques Paul McCobb and
Dani Ruelland.
At PAD: Josef Hoffmann
www.designartefact.com
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HEMMERLE Germany – Jewellery				
Hemmerle is a fourth generation family run house at the vanguard of jewellery design. Each jewel conceived
is unique and as original as a work of art. Today, Stefan and Sylveli Hemmerle run the business with their
son, Christian, and daughter-in-law, Yasmin. Hemmerle remains renowned for its dedication to craftsmanship,
exceptional quality and innovative material.
At PAD: Hemmerle
www.hemmerle.com
DE JONCKHEERE Switzerland – Modern Art
Founded in Brussels in 1976, De Jonckheere Gallery specialises in the study and sale of Flemish old masters
as well as modern art. The gallery has developed to place focus on modern masters, showing artists such as
Lucio Fontana, Enrico Castellani, René Magritte and Nicolas de Staël.
At PAD: Modern Art
www.dejonckheere-gallery.com
JOUSSE France – 20th Century Design					
For more than 25 years, Philippe Jousse has contributed to the growing recognition of
designers
such
as
Jean
Prouvé,
André
Borderie,
Le
Corbusier,
Pierre
Jeanneret,
Georges Jouve and Serge Mouille – all innovators in their time. Jousse Entreprise is unique in its
ambitious programme, both in the field of furniture and in the arena of contemporary art. Jousse Entreprise is
based at 18 rue de Seine Paris and 6 rue Saint-Claude for contemporary art.
At PAD: Jean Prouvé
www.jousse-entreprise.com
ROBIN KATZ UK – Modern Art				
Robin Katz Fine Art is a dealership specialising in 20th century British art, handling the finest paintings,
drawings and sculpture of the period. The gallery inventory covers all aspects of Modern British art, with works
from the 1920s right through to contemporary pieces, with a particular emphasis on post-war British art.
At PAD: Callum Innes
www.artnet.com/galleries/robin-katz-fine-art/
KREO UK/France – Contemporary Design						
Founded by Clémence and Didier Krzentowski in 1999 in Paris and expanded to London in
2014, Kreo produces and exhibits original creations by leading contemporary designers,
operating like a ‘design laboratory” dedicated to research. Among the artists who have
created
limited
edition
pieces
for
the
gallery
are
François
Bauchet,
Ronan
&
Erwan Bouroullec, Pierre Charpin and Studio Wieki Somers. In parallel, the gallery presents a large selection
of exceptional vintage lights from the 1950s to present day.
At PAD: François Bauchet, Jaime Hayon
www.galeriekreo.com
JACQUES LACOSTE France – 20th Century Decorative Arts 				
Specialising in 20th century design, Jacques Lacoste has set out to promote French design of the 1950s.
Particularly sensitive to the work of Jean Royère, Jacques Lacoste acquired his archives in 1997 and has since
dedicated a number of exhibitions to the French designer as well as working on Jean Royère’s catalogue
raisonné.
At PAD: Jean Lurcat, Jean Royère
www.jacqueslacoste.fr
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DIDIER LUTTENBACHER France – 20th Century Decorative Arts
Founded by Didier Luttenbacher in 1987, Didier Luttenbacher-Atelier DL concentrates on the rediscovery of
the extraordinary within the Objets d’Art, covering one hundred years of Decorative Art, beginning from the
birth of Design in the 1850s to the 1950s with its profound technical and decorative transitions. The gallery
proposes a journey through the major great artistic and aesthetic movements such as Historicism, Japonisme,
Orientalism, Art Nouveau and Art Deco.
At PAD: Guidette Carbonell
www.didier-luttenbacher.com
MA TEI France – Jewellery
Designer Frédérique Mattei researches into ancient civilisations to create unique sculptural pieces of jewellery.
Taking precious stones, metals and elements from ancient ornaments from across the world, Mattei brings them
together in her jewellery, creating a new dialogue between different cultures and civilisations, and between
past and present.
At PAD: Ma Tei
ALAIN MARCELPOIL France – 20th Century Decorative Arts
Founded in 2006, Alain Marcelpoil’s gallery is the leading Art Deco specialist, internationally recognised
as the ultimate expert on cabinetmaker and interior designer André Sornay (1902-2000). Marcelpoil has
introduced the art historical importance of this prominent French designer worldwide through exhibitions and
publications.
At PAD: André Sornay
www.galeriemarcelpoil.com
MARCILHAC France – 20th Century Decorative Arts
Galerie Marcilhac is one of the oldest Parisian galleries specialised in 20th century decorative arts. Embedded
in the heart of the city, and under the direction of Félix-Félix Marcilhac, the gallery presents unique works from
the 1920s to the 1940s by leading names in French design.
At PAD: Jules Leleu, Eugène Printz
www.marcilhacgalerie.com
MAYORAL Spain – Modern Art					
Since its inception in 1989, Mayoral Galeria d’Art has devoted itself to promoting historical avant-garde and
contemporary art. The gallery has also organised major exhibitions of works by Joan Miró, Salvador Dalí,
Pablo Picasso and Josep Guinovart, and regularly exhibits works by Karel Appel, Fernando Botero, Eduardo
Chillida and Jaume Plensa alongside important emerging artists.
At PAD: Joan Miró
www.galeriamayoral.com
MERMOZ France – Pre-Columbian Art					
Galerie Mermoz has been dedicated to pre-Columbian, Mesoamerican and South American arts since 1970.
It has been internationally acknowledged as one of the top references in this field, exhibiting pieces from
civilisations such as the Olmec (900 - 600 B.C.), Mezcala (350 - 100 B. C.), Colima (100 B.C. - A.D. 250),
Maya (450 - 750 A.D.) as well as cultures from Peru (Nazca, Mochica, Chimu) and Costa Rica.
At PAD: Pre-Columbian pieces
www.galerie-mermoz.com
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MEUBLES ET LUMIÈRES France - 20th Century Furniture
Galerie Meubles et Lumières was born through the meeting of two young antique dealers, Alexandre Goult
and Guilhem Faget, furniture and lighting specialists of French and Italian design from the 1950s to the 1970s.
Located at 58 rue Mazarine in Paris, the gallery offers a selection of pieces from key designers who marked
the second half of the 20th century.
At PAD: Michel Armand, Georges Jouve, Maurice Pré
www.meublesetlumieres.com
MODERNITY Sweden – 20th Century Decorative Arts 					
Modernity is a leading gallery in Stockholm dealing in 20th century design and the finest Scandinavian
designers of furniture, ceramics, glass, lighting and jewellery. The gallery’s range consists of both well-known
classics and rare pieces, with an emphasis on post-war design.
At PAD: Alvar Aalto, Andrew Duncanson, Frits Henningsen, Poul Henningsen, Carl Westman,
www.modernity.se
MONBRISON France – Tribal Art
Monbrison was founded in 1981 by primitive arts expert Alain de Monbrison and his brothers Marc and
Emmanuel. The Gallery specialises in African and Oceanic arts and maintains strong connections with major
European and American museums. Monbrison counts European and American private collectors and major
private and public institutions amongst his clients.
At PAD: A selection of tribal art objects
www.monbrison.com
MOUVEMENTS MODERNES France – Contemporary Design
Founded in 2002 by the late Pierre Staudenmeyer, a pioneering figure in Design Art, and now run by Sophie
Mainier-Jullerot, Mouvements Modernes showcases a selection of art and design from the 1980s to the present
day. Since its creation the gallery has exhibited exceptional design pieces, including limited editions and icons
of design, and offering exclusive pieces of furniture, lamps, and objects as well as special projects by major
contemporary creators.
At PAD: Matthew Chambers, Elizabeth Garouste and Mattia Bonetti, Alexandra Mocanu
www.mouvementsmodernes.com
SARAH MYERSCOUGH UK – Contemporary Design 			
Founded
in
1998,
Sarah
Myerscough
Gallery
promotes
formal
and
aesthetic
innovations
within
the
contemporary
visual
arts
by
breaking
down
boundaries
between fine art, craft, design and architecture. The gallery represents emerging and
established international artists and designers, while it continues to establish its presence at art fairs around the
world, in London, Paris, Geneva, New York, Chicago, Dubai and Seoul.
At PAD: Niamh Barry, David Gates and Helen Carnac, Marlène Huissoud, Eleanor Lakelin, Gareth Neal, Marc
Ricourt, Marcin Rusak, Joseph Walsh, Nic Webb
www.sarahmyerscough.com
NEGROPONTES France – Contemporary Design				
Located at 60 rue de Verneuil, in the heart of Paris’s antiques quarter, Negropontes Gallery is a new kind of
gallery. It is run by lifelong friends Sophie Negropontes and Hervé Langlais, whose ambition it is to revive
the tradition of French Decorative Arts. Their credo is to marry art, design and innovative know-how and
showcase exceptional creations by craftsmen of unequalled skills.
At PAD: Benjamin Poulanges
www.negropontes-galerie.com
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NILUFAR Italy – Contemporary and 20th Century Design
Nilufar is known today as one of Italy’s most active and original galleries in the fields of historical and
contemporary design as well as antique Oriental carpets and furniture. The gallery, now housed in a threestorey space on Milan’s prestigious via della Spiga, was founded by Nina Yashar in 1979 and, since then, has
presented exhibitions of an unmistakable style: always eclectic, and always to be read in novel, unexpected
ways.
At PAD: Gabriella Crespi, Osanna Visconti di Modrone, Barbro Nilsson, Ettore Sottsass, Paavo Tynell
www.nilufar.com
OBJET D’ÉMOTION – VALERY DEMURE UK – Contemporary Jewellery
Renowned in the industry for her role as a jewellery and accessories consultant to brands, in 2012 Demure
founded The Valery Demure Shop, a curated e-commerce platform for rare, modern and vintage jewellery
and accessories. Valery Demure champions signature perspectives and fosters designers that stand out for their
exceptional craftsmanship and quality.
At PAD: Polly Wales, Alice Cicolini, Ioanna Souflia, Melanie Georgacopoulos, Bibi Van Der Velden
www.objetdemotion.com
ROSSANA ORLANDI Italy – Contemporary Design
Located in a former tie factory on Via Matteo Bandello in the Magenta neighbourhood of Milan, Spazio
Rossana Orlandi is one of Milan’s influential design hubs with a hybrid model between a gallery and a design
shop. Rossana Orlandi collaborates with sought-after designers including Matteo Cibic, Maarten Baas and
Alexander Lotersztain.
At PAD: Major Darling, Guglielmo Poletti
www.rossanaorlandi.com
PIERRE PASSEBON France – 20th Century Decorative Arts 		
In 1991, Pierre Passebon opened the Galerie du Passage featuring furniture and objects of the 20th Century,
arranged in unusual combinations. His style is known for an attractive mix of rare and precious, eccentric and
functional. Passebon regularly organises exhibitions with artists of the 20th century or contemporary artists to
renew ties with the great tradition of craftwork.
At PAD: Jean-Michel Frank
www.galeriedupassage.com
PETER PETROU UK – Cabinet of Curiosities
Peter Petrou has been established in London for 40 years and the accumulation of knowledge over that time
has led to a gradual evolution of the business, which encompasses works of art, sculpture and design from
many cultures and periods in history. A particular interest is the influence of one population upon another and
the resulting cross-cultural design, which is frequently vibrant and unusual.
At PAD: Steffen Dam, Sasha Sykes, historical objects
www.peterpetrou.com
PHOENIX Switzerland/USA – Antiquities			
With its high-end galleries located in Geneva and New York, Phoenix Ancient Art is
considered by many experts as one of the world’s leading dealer in the field of Antiquities stemming from the
cultures which represent the very essence of Western civilization, such as Mesopotamia, Egypt, Greece and
classical Rome, the Byzantine Empire, Islam, Central Europe and Southwest Asia, from the 6th Millennium B.C.
to the 14th century A.D.
At PAD: Greek antiquities
www.phoenixancientart.com
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PINTO PARIS France – Contemporary Design					
Since 2009, Pinto Paris has been creating furniture, tableware and accessories collections that are predominantly
one of a kind or limited editions and made using rare materials. Each piece is designed and fully crafted by
hand. This standard of high quality stems from both Alberto Pinto (1945-2012) and Davina Koskas, who
manages the house and stays connected to the excellent skills of its artisans.
At PAD: Pinto Paris
www.pintoparis.com
PORTUONDO UK/Spain – 20th Century Design
Portuondo focuses its collection on three fields: art, antiques and design. Directed by Hugo and Diego
Portuondo, the brothers have opened galleries in Madrid and London and use the spaces as a melting pot of
eclectic styles: incorporating 20th century design, contemporary art and design, and antiques.
At PAD: Max Ingrand, Gio Ponti
www.portuondo.com
PRIVEEKOLLEKTIE The Netherlands – Contemporary Design		
Opened in 2006, Priveekollektie represents internationally recognised artists and designers
and provides young and upcoming talents with a platform for showing their exceptional
collectible design and art pieces. Key in the collection is the combination of contemporary art and limitededition design and the crossing of the fine line between both disciplines.
At PAD: Alex Chinneck, Kacper Hamilton
www.priveekollektie.art
MAISON RAPIN France/Hong Kong – 20th Century Design
Phillippe Rapin gathers all his activities under the label Maison Rapin: the 88 Gallery in Paris and Hong-Kong,
and Kam Tin Furniture. He created his first gallery in 1978 and now has two spaces in Paris and Hong Kong,
where masters of Italian design from the 20th century such as Gio Ponti, Piero Fornasetti, Paolo Buffa and
Fontana Arte meet with contemporary creations from notable artists and Kam Tin’s « jewel furniture ». An
eclectic and prolific gallery where styles and periods collide.
At PAD: Etienne Allemeersch, Robert Goossens, Kam Tin
www.maison-rapin.com
LUCAS RATTON France – Tribal Art
Lucas Ratton is part of a long standing family tradition of gallerists specialising in the arts of Africa. The family
trade began with his grandfather Maurice Ratton and great uncle Charles Ratton, who pioneered tribal art in
the 1920s. The gallery specialises in African ritual objects. The great classics of African tribal arts are acquired
by French and international collectors, as well as respected institutions worldwide. Lucas Ratton continues to
honour and cultivate this strong network created by his family.
At PAD: Objects from Congo and the Ivory Coast
www.lucasratton.com
REPETTO UK – Modern Art		
Repetto Gallery is a modern and contemporary art gallery located in Mayfair, London. It is
actively engaged in organising exhibitions of international spirit, especially promoting and
enhancing Arte Povera, together with conceptual and Land art, dedicated to artists like Beard, Christo, Kiefer,
Neshat, Ontani, Rainer, Richter, Schifano, Melotti and Fontana.
At PAD: Fausto Melotti, Giorgio Morandi, Graham Sutherland
www.repettogallery.com
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MATTHIEU RICHARD France – 20th Century Design
Matthieu Richard and his wife Sophie are one of the most trusted dealers in mid-20th Century French furniture,
with over twenty years of experience in the field. His gallery exhibits pieces of furniture and objects by designers
such as Mathieu Matégot, Jean Royère, Alexandre Noll, Jean Prouvé, Charlotte Perriand, Audoux Minnet,
Marc du Plantier, Georges Jouve and Serge Mouille.
At PAD: Maurice Jallot and Raymod Subes, Mathieu Mategot
www.matthieurichard.fr
ACHILLE SALVAGNI UK/Italy – Contemporary Design
Achille Salvagni Atelier opened in the heart of Mayfair at 12 Grafton Street in 2015. A major addition to the
district’s burgeoning art and design landscape, the Atelier is the flagship gallery showcasing the collectible
design collections of the Italian designer. Using only the finest materials, the Atelier produces magnificent
pieces with the collaboration of skilled artisans renowned for traditional bronze carving for the Vatican City
and cabinet making for the Quirinal Palace.
At PAD: Bice Lazzari, Achille Salvagni
www.achillesalvagni.com
ADRIAN SASSOON UK – Glass & Ceramics			
Adrian Sassoon is the UK’s leading dealer in contemporary ceramics, glass, silver and
jewellery. Operating out of offices in Knightsbridge, London, Sassoon exhibits unique,
museum-quality works of art at some of the world’s most prestigious art fairs. The gallery aims to develop
audience appreciation for decorative arts and also strives to promote the works’ current and future positioning
within its rich, historical context.
At PAD: Hitomi Hosonoi, Junko Mori
www.adriansassoon.com
SÈVRES France – Ceramic 			
Sèvres brings together national ceramics collections and works of art in porcelain produced by the Sèvres
porcelain factory. It strives to enrich and encourage contemporary creation in this unique domain, collaborating
with internationally renowned artists. Among the artists represented are: Aldo Bakker, Pierre Charpin, Lionel
Estève, Gustavo Lins, Pucci de Rossi, Grégoire Scalabre, and Ettore Sottsass.
At PAD: Matali Crasset, Arthur Hoffner
www.sevresciteceramique.fr
SIEGELSON USA – Jewellery 					
Siegelson is a leading source of and authority on rare jewellery, gemstones, and objets
d’art. Lee Siegelson, a third-generation gem and jewellery dealer, has a discerning eye for
acquiring unique and important creations. In each category, Siegelson follows strict aesthetic
guidelines based on accumulated knowledge and experience as well as research in the
company’s extensive library.
At PAD: Cartier, Jean Després, Jean Dunand, Fulco, Charles Loloma, Juliette Moutard for René Boivin, Gérard
Sandoz, Sielgeson
www.siegelson.com
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KAREN SWAMI France – Ceramics
Karen Swami has led a career that has taken her from the world of finance to film production, never without
a potter’s wheel at hand. Working on increasingly larger and more important pieces, her works seduced
collectors and propelled her forward into the world of ceramic art. Black stoneware, white bisque porcelain,
cobalt blue or celadon-green, colours and shapes reminiscent of ancient dynasties have made their way into
her work.
At PAD: Karen Swami
www.swami.fr
SUZANNE SYZ Switzerland – Jewellery
The contemporary jewellery designer, Suzanne Syz is renowned for her highly original and
unconventional designs, which draw on many sources for inspiration. Born in Zurich and
educated in Paris, she moved to New York City in the 1980s and became part of the circle of Andy Warhol,
Jean Michel Basquiat, Julian Schnabel, Francesco Clemente and Jeff Koons. The nearness of these revolutionary
creative spirits and their work proved to be a formidable catalyst for her jewellery creations.
At PAD: Suzanne Syz
www.suzannesyz.ch
ROSE UNIACKE UK – 20th Century Decorative Arts
Rose Uniacke is a designer, interior designer and antiques dealer who works internationally from a shop and
studio on London’s Pimlico Road. Known for her unique eye and an organic, instinctive approach, Rose trained
as a furniture restorer, gilder and specialist in paint and lacquer, before becoming a respected antiques dealer.
At PAD: Alev Ebüzziya Siesbye, Frits Henningsen, Isabelle Sicart
www.roseunaicke.com
HERVÉ VAN DER STRAETEN France – Contemporary Design
As an independent designer, Hervé Van der Straeten’s striking unique and limited edition creations have
brought him international recognition. Since opening in 1999, his gallery in the Marais district of Paris
features furniture, lighting, mirrors and objects and jewellery combining a radical freedom of expression with
meticulous execution. The designer has collaborated with renowned international luxury brands, such as Dior,
Karl Lagerfeld, Helena Rubinstein, and Guerlain.
At PAD: Hervé van der Straeten
www.vanderstraeten.fr
VERTES Switzerland – Modern Art
Galerie von Vertes deals in European art of the 19th and 20th centuries and exhibits a remarkable range of
works across Impressionism, Surrealism, Fauvism, German Expressionism, as well as Pop Art and contemporary
art, representing the rich expertise of its founder Laszlo von Vertes.
At PAD: Josef Albers, Alexander Calder, George Condo, Max Ernst, Lucio Fontana, Yayoi Kusama
www.vonvertes.com
VETA STEFANIDOU TSOUKALA Greece – Contemporary Design
Greek Gallerist Veta Stefanidou Tsoukala established VST 30 years ago. Originally an archaeologist, for
her great design is an on-going quest to celebrate legendary artistry and heritage, while also finding and
exploring new lines, ideas and pathways and always supporting instinctive and emerging talent. The gallery
which she and her daughter lead is a platform to convey their passion for history, archaeology, heritage and
design, highlighting the intricate connection between them.
At PAD: Paul Evans, Philippe Hiquily, Karl Springer
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MARIA WETTERGREN France – Contemporary Design
Specialised in Scandinavian art and design, Maria Wettergren opened her gallery in 2012 to showcase
artworks and limited edition design objects, furniture and lighting by established and emerging names. The
first gallery to specialise in Scandinavian contemporary design on an international level, Maria Wettergren
aims to provide a platform for aesthetically and technically impressive design pieces from the new Nordic
design scene.
At PAD: Cecilie Bendixen, Matthias Bengtsson, Line Depping
www.mariawettergren.com
ROBERT ZEHIL Monaco - 20th Century Decorative Arts
Since its launch in California in 1982, the Robert Zehil Gallery has continued to honour the finest examples of
Art Nouveau and Art Deco European Fine and Decorative Arts. Now located in the exclusive shopping district
in Monte-Carlo, facing the Casino Square, a few meters away from the Hotel de Paris and Hotel Hermitage,
the gallery permanently exhibits paintings, furniture, sculpture, silverware, objets d’art, and jewellery by the
most renowned artists from the 1890s Belle Epoque to the 1930s.
At PAD: Leon Benouville, Pierre-Adrien Dalpayrat, Jeanne Jozon, Camille Gauthier, Louis Majorelle
www.robertzehilgallery.com
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SELECTION COMMITTEE

ANTOINE BROCCARDO		
JACQUES LACOSTE
Alb Antiquités - Antoine Broccardo, France		
Jacques Lacoste, France
VALERIO CAPO & SAM PRATT		
MARTIN LEVY
FUMI, UK		
Blairman & Sons, UK
ANDREW DUNCANSON		
SARAH MYERSCOUGH
Modernity, Sweden		
Sarah Myerscough, UK
LOÏC LE GAILLARD		
PIERRE PASSEBON
Carpenters Workshop Gallery, UK/France/USA
Galerie du Passage, France
CHRISTIAN HEMMERLE		
ADRIAN SASSOON
Hemmerle, Germany		
Adrian Sassoon Gallery, UK
ROSE HEYMAN		
LASZLO VON VERTES
Rose Uniacke, UK		
Vertes, Switzerland
ROBIN KATZ		
NAZANIN YACHAR
Robin Katz Fine Art, UK		
Nilufar, Italy
DIDIER KRZENTOWSKI
Kreo, UK/France		
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26 - 28 APRIL 2019
GRIMALDI FORUM 12PM - 8PM

www.pad-fairs.com
#PADMonaco
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